
Guidelines of Cultural Performance 

 

*Edited Outline for the Cultural Performance 

 

Please prepare a “Cultural Performance” of your own country in accordance with the 

following outline. We expect each country to be represented as one group. For 

everyone’s convenience we suggest to prepare your idea or music material in each 

University. Students can decide the performance while cooperating with fellow 

students of same nation in the “Preparation for Peace Concert”, the third day, 23rd 

of August 12:45-14:45. Just a little reminder that this performance is only 5 minutes 

so you do not need to worry for an extravagant performance but instead we would like 

to encourage students to have fun and enjoy collaborating with fellow participants.We 

are looking forward to seeing a wonderful and exciting performance on the day. 

  

Date and Time：4th day of the conference (August 24th, Friday 19:45 ～ 21:00) 

Theme：Peace and Music  

Venue：Elisabeth University of Music Cecilia Hall 

Outline: 

・We suggest students to prepare national costume. 

・Each group is given a maximum of 5 minutes for their presentation. 

・Each country will be given the preparation and rehearsal time on August 23rd at 

Cecilia Hall.   

・If you have preparations or props such as costumes, please bring it to the university 

the day before the performance (August 23rd, Thursday) since we do not have enough 

time to move or get things from the hotel on the day of presentation (August 24th). 

We will keep it in the university until the presentation. 

・For presentations that if you plan to use music materials such as CD and Memory 

stick (USB), please bring it also on the day before the presentation (August 23rd ). 

After the “Preparation for Peace Concert”, please write the country name on the 

CD/Memory stick and hand it to our designated staff. Since performers are unable to 

access the sound equipment by themselves, our staffs will run your music (CD, Memory 

stick, etc.) by sound equipment in the hall. (Note that there are some cases that 

some CD does not support other music file format, so we are requesting your music 

to be in MP3 format save in both CD and Memory stick (USB).  

・Microphones and grand pianos are available for usage. 

・Eating, drinking and smoking are prohibited in the hall. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cecilia Hall 


